Last fall an exhibition with this name was assembled by the Museum and sent to the Toronto Art Gallery. It has now come back and is installed in the long gallery east of the Roman Court. The idea of this show was suggested when the Toronto Gallery purchased a painting by Poussin. In the course of a lively discussion, the question was raised "What is classical art?", and it was thought that an exhibition illustrating the legacy of classical antiquity would not only answer this particular question but also give an excellent outline of the devel- Odyssey. Ancient classical art, itself differing with style and period, can hardly be reduced to a simple formula to be readily applied or easily copied. Although the power of its persuasive vitality has been experienced by successive ages, its singular achievement has never been duplicated.
ture, music, philosophy, and politics have been touched only tangentially. We have not placed a manuscript of Theocritus next to a first edition of Milton's "Lycidas," and the head of Socrates is not confronted with the bust of Voltaire. There has not been space to bring in the theater and the Olympic games, and there is no showcase to demonstrate the contributions of antiquity to science. These and other aspects of the classical heritage will suggest themselves to the visitor as he turns from a medieval pyx to its ancient counterpart or from a modern bronze to its Greek ancestor.
The indebtedness of Western man to his classical past is so great that there are few if any phases and activities of modern life that have not had their roots in ancient custom. The classical tradition has been a unifying factor; it is one of the few things common to us all, transcending the narrow boundaries of nationalism and bigotry. And this tradition is still alive today. Each generation feels afresh the vital influence of the ancient cultures of Greece and Rome. The classicism of the twentieth century is as different from the Greek Revival as the latter is from the Italian Renaissance. One need only compare the work of Picasso's classical period with the figures of Ingres or David, or Maillol's illustrations of Vergil with Flaxman's designs for the Iliad and Odyssey. Ancient classical art, itself differing with style and period, can hardly be reduced to a simple formula to be readily applied or easily copied. Although the power of its persuasive vitality has been experienced by successive ages, its singular achievement has never been duplicated.
The following pages, illustrating works of art that have been added to the exhibition, are intended to serve as a supplement to Mr. Mayor's handbook.
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